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of Concrete Truss Bridges
Points Resulting From Designs Proposed For Bridges •

„ h Highway—Method of Computing Stresses in Arched Chord Top 
Toronto-Harndton E%paasion Plates - Splice of Lower and Arched Chords

By FRANK BARBER
Consulting Engineer, Toronto

Design
Theoretical and PracticalDiscussion of 

on the
Lateral Struts Unnecessary

that the lower chord rods pass through the vertical plates 
mentioned above. The end of the floor beam then rests 
upon this plate, which makes a satisfactory bearing for it.

Third.—As to expansion plates, two steel bearing plates, 
with a brass plate between, was considered to be sufficient 
and the most satisfactory. The lower bed plate may n>t 
uDon a thin sheet of lead so that it shall come to an even 
bearing after the centres are struck. The expansion due to 
temperature is less than is ordinarily allowed for. Experi
ments on the Walnut Lane Bridge, Philadelphia, for instance, 
Tow that the concrete of these arch ribs rose in temperature 
almost evenly from the average temperature of January and 
pphmarv to the average temperature of July and August, g'1“C.“to being lee, than hall! of the actual v„„- 
tion of temperature in air, which was 54 degrees .

Fourth.__It was considered that top lateral stru s
unnecessary for the following reasons:—They are not re- 
auired to resist wind, since the arch ribs can easily be made 
to take the wind stresses, and in any event, the toes of the 
arch must resist nearly all the wind stress.

T J P to 1915 the concret.e n^dl^mSe than 1° doten^uch 
a novelty in Canada, ha y m country. Of

^ bridges then having been bui t ^ ^ them by
late, however, a wide duegto the fact that the
bridge engineers. This , not advanced to the
cost of concrete superstructures has^ not^ ^ _n 1915
same extent as steel bridges. , in the last season
cost erected about five cents F’ > But concrete has ad-
from eleven to thirteen cents a P0und. Bu ^ tim<$. 
vanced in cost only about 50 Per ce™\ in the last

tod several «'““Æïï-*»- 
regarding various th„tconcrete jfn.ere» t. bridge

the following:—
1— Splice of lower chord with arch cho^
2— Connection of floor beam with hanger.
3— Expansion plates required.
4— Advisability of top lateral struts.
5__Method of computing stresses in arched

that these matters were all discussed at a 
of bridge engineers under the following eircum

I have
year or two 
tion concerning

of these matters
Amongst these are

are weresome 
engineers.

Not Required to Resist Wind
In one of the designs above referred to which was re

viewed only one-fifth of the wind stress was resisted by 
viewed, on y the stiffness of hangers and top chords

’ their moments of inertia at the bottom section

It happens 
conference
stances. Hamilton Highway Commission haveThe Toronto and Hamilton nigim » road.

’ » “.Sol Sém”f
the bridge engineer to the ^ situated had to pay the 
counties in which had thege designs reviewed

retained by them.

hangers 
according to
of each.The hangers were found to be stiffen than the ordinary
steel outriggers dividing the top chord of a pony truss into 
steel out gë number of hangers compared to the
*"Le, .7.5rÏg™ be «ïïidied. I tool. <r.m the re; 
number of °atrh^ ineers above-mentioned as to top lateral
struts- “The vertical hangers, along with the fixed ends 
would" in my opinion constitute as rigid a fixing of this 
chord as usually obtains in a pony truss. . . • Stru s
tween the chords would not be of value unless along with 
these diagonals were used as well as portal braces.

Fifth -There was some discussion as to the readiest
method of computing the stresses in the arch chord, 
metnoa o £ the lower chords was found to be
moment of arch chord at the crown, and
”“2”to‘o. b. of position with carrying .to
as one can a£rreed that the moment of inertia of
° ïowèÎ chord should be given as much consideration as 
that of the upper chord in analyzing it by the theory of

elaStSome case could be made out for considering the mo- 
inertia of the whole floor system, but this was re

bulk
by bridge engineers

Results of Conference
others,above points, amongst

various counties found
». us n, ,

” ïæ-**
chord is undoubtedly chord is the same from end to
maximum stress in the imp0Sed loads being suspended
end, the floor system withi ™ Pchords in a manner similar 
by hangers from parabol W bridge 'suspended from
to the floor system of a suspen d ,g to tle the
the cables. The " Xre in the ordinary arch
opposite toes, i.e.. the s -e\ ?ments resists this tension,
the earth between the two J ‘ that the steel rods of
It was considered necessary for sate yvert.cai plateg at each

°' ‘tocmd'-Ste. «,= «Obcretj

S°plaîee«?‘.to'bottbm of each hanger in », ,an,e wap
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ment of 
jected.

Oninions differed as . _
back could be considered fixed or not, and a compromise was 
made by taking it half way between the two-hmged chord 
. . r ,lt tbe skewbacks and one entirely fixed.

This results in making the arch chord at the skewback 
considerably thinner than if it is to be computed as having 

fixed ends.

to whether the arch at the skew-


